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F. Social Groups

社会团体
Shèhuì tuántǐ

1. A group is defined as
相互作用
Xiānghù zuòyòng

识别
Shìbié

Two or more people who identify with one another and
who interact with intent or purpose.目的
Mùdì

A group is NOT a “crowd” (no identity) or a “category” (people with a similar
status but no interaction – “women” or “Catholics”)

主组
Zhǔ zǔ

a. Primary Groups are:
Small, personal and long lasting;
Ex: close friends and family

Primary groups offer SECURITY. 安全

Ānquán

次要组
Cì yào zǔ

b. Secondary groups are:
Large in membership, impersonal and temporary;
Ex: a classroom, professional meeting, or the corporate workplace
They are not as important as primary groups and have w eak emotional ties
between persons -- But there is a STRENGTH in weak ties – “it’s who you know, not
what…”

Secondary groups build SOCIAL CAPITAL.
社会资本
Shèhuì zīběn
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参考组
Cānkǎo zǔ

F. Social Groups

1. Social Groups Defined

输出组
Shūchū zǔ

c. In-groups and Out-groups:
在组
Zài zǔ

参考组
Cānkǎo zǔ

Groups can be powerful through
inclusion and exclusion. In-groups and
out-groups are subcategories of primary
and secondary groups that identify this
social dynamic.

d. Reference group:
A reference group is a group that people compare
themselves to — it provides a standard of measurement.
In American society, peer groups (like sports teams) are
common reference groups.
We obtain role-models and
base our identities on those
people within our reference
groups.
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2. Network Theory

社交网络
Shèjiāo wǎngluò

- or - ‘Six Degrees of Separation’ 六度分离
Liù dù fēnlí
Through a chain of just five or six people, anyone
in the world can be linked to anyone else.
分析
Fēnxī

a. Social Network Analysis (SNA) or “Social Network Theory”
more generally, is an area of sociological study emerging in the 1970s
(long before Facebook, LinkedIn and MySpace existed).
社交媒体
Shèjiāo méitǐ

职业
Zhíyè

邻里
Línlǐ

What is the value of social network analysis?
- the new media is now driven by social networking;
- careers might emerge as a result of social networking;
- neighborhood groups are an example of social networking;

恐怖分子 - terrorist networks can be tracked and better understood through SNA.
Kǒngbù fèn zi

- The Internet is both a technical network and a social network.
互联网
Hùliánwǎng
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A Network
Map of the
Internet
(Castells 2001, The
Internet Galaxy)

互联网
Hùliánwǎng

网络地图
Wǎngluò dìtú
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b. Metcalfe’s Law: As you add members to a “perfect”
social network (where everyone knows everyone else one),
it’s value to each member grows exponentially.
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F. Social Groups
c. Sociograms
i. “Sociograms” are social network diagrams.
They consist of these symbols:
= node (one person)

= weak link

= strong link

ii. A group of 2 is a dyad; 3 is a triad. Additional
people add to the strength of networks exponentially
(Metcalfe’s Law). A person to which many people are
connected is known as a hub.

iii. In-groups, Out-groups and ReferencesGroups can be mapped by sociograms,
discovering connections and patterns of associations
between people (the shape of the “social web”) in a
highly visual way.
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3. Group Conformity
Groups offer comfort in the anonymity they allow us
and the reassurance that we get from shared agreements
on our socially constructed realities (like statuses and
roles).
The price we have to pay for that comfort, however, is
CONFORMITY. The less we conform the greater our
chance of ostracization (expulsion) from the group.
Even in small groups we are prone to conformity. How
is group conformity created?
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3. Group Conformity

一致性
Yīzhì xìng

a. GROUPTHINK (Irving Janis):

群体思考
Qúntǐ sīkǎo

The tendency of “in-group” members to conform and think alike,
resulting in a narrow view of some issue.
NEGATIVE SIDE OF GROUPTHINK:

Members ignore “objectivity” (their own free will) and
human reason.

Small Group Examples:
- Going along with a stupid plan because it’s popular;
- Being “cool.”

Large institutional examples (Political/Scientific/Military examples):
- The ‘Bay of Pigs’ invasion (1961);
- the Challenger space shuttle accident (1986);
- The War in Iraq - missing WMDs, 9/11 Commission (2003).
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F. Social Groups
3.Group Conformity
b. Asch conformity experiments (1951)

线实验
Xiàn shíyàn

• Studied our willingness to compromise our
own judgments and go along with group opinion

•

He asked subjects to simply compare the length of lines on two cards; his goal was
to pressure people into conforming to the wrong answer.

F. Social Groups
3.b. Group Conformity – Asch Experiment
Note how the level of
conformity rises sharply as
the group size approaches a
triad, then roughly levels off
thereafter.
This indicates that It only
takes a “third wheel” to
influence decisions one way
or the other.

信息一致性
Xìnxī yīzhì xìng

Informational Conformity: distorting our own judgment
Normative Conformity: wanting to fit in, not make waves
规范符合性
Guīfàn fúhé xìng
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一致性
Yīzhì xìng

休克实验

3. Group Conformity

Xiūkè shíyàn

c. Milgram obedience experiment

服从实验
(1961) Fúcóng
shíyàn

Looked at the role authority plays in group conformity.
It’s not as easy for us to exercise our free will as we think!
Psychiatrists had predicted that only 1/10 of
1% (1 / 1000) of Milgram's subjects would
give the maximum shock. Graduate students
and faculty, college sophomores, and middleclass adults had predicted that only 1% or 2% of
subjects would obey completely.

In reality, 60%

(600 / 1000) of
Milgram’s subjects obeyed fully.
Our common sense about our independence
was wrong.
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